Software Engineer (f/m)
jobs.intel.com /ShowJob/Id/1266493/Software-EngineerJob ID: JR0031213
Job Category: Engineering
Primary Location: Linz, AT
Other Locations:
Job Type: College Grad
Job Description
Intel is in the midst of an exciting transformation, with a vision to create and extend computing technology to
connect and enrich the lives of every person on Earth. Join us and help us create the next generation of
technologies that will shape the future for decades to come. The candidate is going to work on the development
of software tools that help others execute their business in a smarter way, using her/his software skills. Software
Engineers conduct or participate in multidisciplinary research and collaborate with concept and hardware
engineers in the design, development, and utilization of productivity enhancement tools.
This position is subject to the collective agreement for workers and employees in the electrical and electronics
industry, employment group G. A higher payment is negotiable depending on your expertise and skills.
Prior to entering an employment agreement, the employee will be asked to provide all documents and references
to verify any service times of prior employment. Based on provided documents the appropriate number of service
years will be credited as prior employment.

Qualifications
We are looking for the following qualifications:
- Master of science in Computer Science, Software Engineering or comparable
- Experience in software development using at least one of the following:
o C/C++
o Java
o Python
o JavaScript
- A grounding in software development best practices
What attributes does our perfect candidate have?
- A passion for the craft of software development
- Is a team player
- Loves to learn
- Is adaptable
- Has good analytical, communication and presentation skills
English is our language, we are a multinational team located in Linz, Austria.
What we offer:
- Mentorship, in your first couple of months, you are going to work closely with passionate andexperienced
software engineers from our team on daily basis.
- We give you opportunities to transform technology and create a better future, by deliveringproducts that touch
the lives of every person on earth.
- As a global leader in innovation and new technology, we foster a collaborative, supportive, andboredom-free
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environment-where the brightest minds in the world come together to achieveexceptional results.
- We provide benefits that promote a healthy, enjoyable life: Flexible work hours, meal vouchers, supplies of
fruits and drinks, discounts on various products and services, and many more creativeperks that make Intel a
Great Place to Work! We're constantly working on making a more connected and intelligent future, and we need
your help. Change tomorrow. Start today.
Inside this Business Group
Communication & Devices Group: The wireless revolution at Intel! We are one team - passionate engineers and
technologists from diverse industry backgrounds working together to realize a world of connected computing.
We are bringing the best ideas from the brightest minds to deliver future mobile experiences into the market. We
are on the journey towards making Intel a wireless leader with exciting products for the Internet of Things, 5G
and an opportunity to change the world with your work.
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